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SyNopsis
“These toys you do not play with …
or they will play with you.”
Bobby, Penthouse and Goonter,
were just three average neighboring
high school classmates, bonded by
their love of horror movies and toys
until new kid, Dimitri Blackhart,
arrives into their fold possessing the
keys to the largest toy shop in town.
This could well be the answer to the
best Halloween break they’ve ever
had or is it a deadly distraction from discovering their worst nightmare?
Set in suburban California, 1986, Dimitri’s Toys is a story of childhood
friends and foes who are forced to band together to convince their
families and local school that something ‘spooky’ is about to take over
their small town of Fairfax and threaten their worlds. But this threat lurks
in every household and is spreading like a virus without the aid of
batteries, making it all the harder for parents and teachers to believe and
even harder to contain before it’s too late. This thrilling and fun Urban
Fantasy pays homage to nostalgic classics such as E.T.- The ExtraTerrestrial, Goonies, Explorers and Monster Squad. Suitable for YA and
adult readers.
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CENTRAL HEROES
Robert ‘Bobby’ Goodman. Aged 12.
Captain of his High School junior
Basketball team, Parkman Squirrels.
Bobby is a lonely child who faces
adversity from bullying teammates
and peer pressure on a daily bases.
He is both popular in high school and
unpopular outside it; due to his
‘nerdy’ friends he chooses to hang
out with over the school’s
troublemakers. Bobby is a natural
leader and when the cracks of
endangerment begin to show, he is
the first one brave and courageous
enough to warn his loved ones and
enemies about this greater threat
that is bigger than their petty
differences. Bobby would remind
any reader of that one kid we all
knew in high school we all wanted to
either be or befriend. A very
relatable
character
and
his
personality is quite possibly the
most realistic of the rest.
Preston ‘Penthouse’ Battersby. Aged 12. Mascot to the Squirrels and Bobby
Goodman’s best friend. Penthouse is a cheeky chap - a typical rough and crude
boy’s boy with a sharp wit and loud mouth. A goofball and class clown, this
character is also loveable, and as the story develops, Penthouse becomes more
prominent until he takes over from being just Bobby’s sidekick to the real central
protagonist. Throughout Penthouse’s journey, we see a boy struggling with his
insecurities about his weight, his fight for his place in a large family filled with
strong personalities as well as the various coping mechanisms he applies to
himself when bullied by the villains in this story.
Kash ‘Goonter’ Takahashi Aged 13. Kash Takahashi is the group’s brains and
backbone, regardless of his condition. Although never mentioned in the novel
why or how, Kash’s character is paralysed from the waist down and wheelchair
bound, but that doesn’t reflect at all on how spirited this character is. He is also
Japanese American, from an immigrant background who has his own struggles
fitting in with an able bodied environment without a single fellow disabled friend
to relate to. Out of the three central heroes of this story, Goonter shows the most
intellect, charm and wisdom and proves to be the guiding force that helps the
others understand the threat they and their town are challenged with and how
they could defeat it. Goonter’s character was written from the heart for disabled
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child and adult readers who love to read relatable characters. Originally, this
character wasn’t wheelchair bound until half way through writing Dimitri’s Toys;
I scrapped the old character and went back to the beginning to rewrite him as a
disabled high school student. Having a family member who is wheelchair bound
gave me this inspiration. I felt it very important, almost crucial, to do this as
disabled characters (especially children) are so under represented in pop culture
and in most forms of modern literature, which I hope will change in stories to
make Young Adult and Middle Grade books more inclusive for all readers.

There are more villains in this novel than heroes and a few Anti-Heroes I believe
many will identify with, but to write about them would only spoil what’s inside
the pages of Dimitri’s Toys.
Be it you were offered this YA Urban Fantasy to evaluate and give feedback on,
review, or to consider for representation or publication, I hope you enjoy reading
this story, which, out of the five novels I’ve written, has been the most fun and
enjoyable. Thank you.
- A.M. Gibney.
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